
Advaned Miroeonomis

P. v. Mouhe

Exerises for week 2

Exerise 1 Consider a game in strategi form with two players. The game is

alled `stritly ompetitive' if for all strategy pro�les (x1, x2) and (y1, y2)

f1(x1, x2) ≥ f1(y1, y2) ⇔ f2(x1, x2) ≤ f2(y1, y2).

The game is alled a `onstant-sum game' if there exists a number c ∈ R suh

that for eah strategy pro�le (x1, x2) it holds that f1(x1, x2) + f2(x1, x2) = c.

a. Show that eah onstant-sum game is stritly ompetitive.

b. Show that in a stritly ompetitive game eah strategy pro�le is strongly

pareto e�ient.

Exerise 2 Consider the following game between two (rational and intelligent)

players. There is a pillow with 100 mathes. They alternately remove 1, 2 or 4
mathes from it. (Player 1 begins.) The player who makes the last move wins.

Who will win?

Exerise 3 Consider the ti-ta-toe game (with the standard numbering of ells)

with the following payo� possibilities: 1 winning, 0 draw, −1 loosing.

a. Show that the following ompletely elaborated plan of play player 1 does

not guarantee him at least a draw.

First move in ell 5. Eah following move aording to the �rst desription

in the following list that an be applied: (1) Lowest number in same row

in whih opponent did last move. (2) Lowest number in same olumn in

whih opponent did last move. (3) Lowest number.

b. Show that there exists a strategy of player 1 that guarantees him at least

draw (by giving expliitly suh a strategy).

. Show diretly by a strategy-stealing argument (like for the hex game) that

player 2 does not have a ompletely elaborated plan of play that guarantees

winning of the the game.

d. Convine Yourself that there exists a strategy of player 2 that guarantees

him at least draw.
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e. Show that `draw' is the value of the game.

f. Prove that the game has a subgame perfet nash equilibrium.

Exerise 4 Player 2 says to player 1 who has 10.000 Euro in his poket: "Give

me that money. If not, then I will detonate the bomb that I have here with me."

a. Draw the game tree (assuming realisti payo�s).

b. Give the normal form.

. Determine the strongly dominated strategies.

d. Determine the nash equilibria of the normal form.

e. Determine the subgame perfet nash equilibria.

f. How this game will be played?

Exerise 5 Consider the following 2-player extensive form game with perfet

information given by the game tree

L

(4,2)

l r

(0,2)

A

(4,0)

B

(2,5)

R

a. How many subgames, and whih, does this game have?

b. How many, and whih, strategies does player 1 have? How many, and whih,

strategies does player 2 have?

. Give a ompletely elaborated plan of play for player 1 that is not a strategy.

d. Determine a normal form for this game.

e. Determine for eah player the dominant and stritly dominant strategies.

f. Determine all nash equilibria.

g. Determine a mixed strategy nash equilibrium.

h. Determine all subgame perfet nash equilibria.
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Short solutions.

Solution 1 a. For a onstant-sum game we have f1 + f2 = c. So f1(a, b) ≥ f1(c, d) ⇔

c− f2(a, b) ≥ c− f2(c, d) ⇔ f2(a, b) ≤ f2(c, d). Thus the game is stritly ompetitive.

b. By ontradition suppose a is strongly pareto-ine�ient. Then there exists a pareto

improvement b of a. So then there exists a player, say 1, who at b has a greater payo�, and

the other player does not have a smaller payo�. Thus f1(b) > f1(a) and f2(b) ≥ f2(a). As

the game is stritly ompetitive, we have f1(b) ≤ f1(a), a ontradition.

Solution 2 The loosing positions are those with number of mathes that when divided by 3
has remainder 0. As 100 divided by 3 has remainder 1, player 1 will win.

Solution 3 a. Consider the following moves: 5, 3, 1, 9, 7, 6. Player 2 wins.

b. First move: 5. For eah next move, if it applies, move opposite to last own move (and

then win), otherwise move beside (lokwise) last move of opponent.

. A strategy-stealing argument for ti-ta-toe goes like this: suppose that the seond

player has a guaranteed winning strategy, whih we will all S. We an onvert S into a

winning strategy for the �rst player. The �rst player should make his �rst move at random;

thereafter he should pretend to be the seond player, "stealing" the seond player's strategy S,

and follow strategy S, whih by hypothesis will result in a vitory for him. If strategy S alls

for him to move in the square that he hose at random for his �rst move, he should hoose at

random again. This will not interfere with the exeution of S, and this strategy is always at

least as good as S sine having an extra marked square on the board is never a disadvantage

in ti-ta-toe.

d. Note that bakward indution strategy pro�les exist and apply Theorem 7.4 from the

text book.

Solution 4 Done at the blakboard.

Solution 5 a. 3, one for eah deision node.

b. Player 1 has 4 strategies and player 2 has 2 strategies.

. Playing R.

d. This is the bi-matrix game











l r

LA 4; 2 0; 2
LB 4; 2 4; 0
RA 2; 5 2; 5
RB 2; 5 2; 5











.

e. Dominant strategies: LB for player 1 and l for player 2. There are no stritly dominant

strategies.

f. (LA, l), (LB, l)
g. (LA, l) and (LB, l).
h. (LB, l).


